Subaru mcintosh wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Variety of subaru wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined
standard photographic representation of an electric circuit. It shows the parts of the circuit as
simplified forms, and also the power and signal links in between the gadgets. A wiring diagram
typically gives info about the family member position and also arrangement of tools and also
terminals on the tools, to assist in structure or servicing the tool. A pictorial diagram would
reveal extra information of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more
symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over physical look. A wiring diagram is often
utilized to repair problems as well as to earn certain that all the links have been made as well as
that whatever exists. Collection of subaru wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and
then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. Architectural circuitry diagrams
reveal the approximate areas and interconnections of receptacles, lights, and also permanent
electric solutions in a structure. Adjoining cable paths might be revealed about, where certain
receptacles or fixtures must be on a typical circuit. Wiring representations utilize standard signs
for electrical wiring gadgets, generally different from those made use of on schematic diagrams.
The electric signs not just reveal where something is to be mounted, however additionally what
sort of device is being mounted. A surface area ceiling light is revealed by one sign, a recessed
ceiling light has a various icon, as well as a surface area fluorescent light has one more sign.
Each type of button has a various sign therefore do the numerous electrical outlets. There are
signs that reveal the area of smoke detectors, the buzzer chime, as well as thermostat. On large
tasks icons may be phoned number to show, for instance, the panel board as well as circuit to
which the device connects, as well as to determine which of numerous types of fixture are to be
set up at that place. A collection of electrical wiring layouts might be required by the electric
examination authority to accept connection of the house to the public electric supply system.
Electrical wiring diagrams will likewise include panel routines for breaker panelboards, and also
riser diagrams for special solutions such as emergency alarm or closed circuit television or
various other unique solutions. Free Wiring Diagram. Variety of subaru mcintosh wiring
diagram. A wiring diagram is a simplified conventional pictorial representation of an electric
circuit. It reveals the elements of the circuit as simplified forms, and also the power and signal
connections between the gadgets. A wiring diagram usually gives details concerning the loved
one position and also setup of devices as well as terminals on the tools, to assist in structure or
servicing the tool. A pictorial layout would show extra detail of the physical look, whereas a
wiring diagram makes use of an extra symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over
physical look. A wiring diagram is frequently used to fix problems as well as to make sure that
the links have been made and that whatever exists. Assortment of subaru mcintosh wiring
diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on
the image. A wiring diagram is a simple graph of the physical links and physical layout of an
electrical system or circuit. It shows exactly how the electrical cords are adjoined and can
likewise reveal where components and parts could be connected to the system. Use electrical
wiring diagrams to aid in structure or making the circuit or electronic gadget. They are
additionally beneficial for making repair work. Do It Yourself lovers utilize electrical wiring
layouts but they are also typical in residence structure and vehicle repair work. A home building
contractor will desire to validate the physical area of electrical outlets and also light fixtures
using a wiring diagram to avoid pricey errors and constructing code infractions. A schematic
shows the strategy and feature for an electrical circuit, but is not worried about the physical
format of the cables. Electrical wiring diagrams demonstrate how the wires are attached and
where they need to found in the actual tool, in addition to the physical links between all the
parts. Unlike a photographic representation, a wiring diagram utilizes abstract or simplified
forms as well as lines to reveal components. Pictorial diagrams are frequently photos with tags
or highly-detailed drawings of the physical parts. If a line touching one more line has a black
dot, it means the lines are attached. Many icons utilized on a wiring diagram look like abstract
variations of the actual items they stand for. A button will be a break in the line with a line at an
angle to the wire, much like a light switch you could flip on and off. Wiring Collection. A wiring
diagram is a kind of schematic which uses abstract pictorial symbols to show all the affiliations
of elements in a system. Circuitry layouts are made up of 2 things: signs that stand for the
elements in the circuit, and also lines that stand for the links in between them. From circuitry
layouts, you know the family member place of the components and also how they are
connected. Electrical wiring layouts mostly reveals the physical position of components and
also links in the constructed circuit, yet not necessarily in reasoning order. It highlights on the
design of the wires. Schematics emphasize on just how circuits function realistically. To check
out a wiring diagram, initially you have to recognize what essential components are consisted
of in a wiring diagram, as well as which photographic signs are made use of to represent them.
The typical elements in a wiring diagram are ground, power supply, cord as well as link,

outcome tools, switches, resistors, reasoning gate, lights, and so on. A line represents a cable.
Cords are used to connect the parts with each other. All points along the wire are the same as
well as linked. Cables on some areas should go across each other, however that does not
necessarily indicate that they connect. A black dot is made use of to suggest the injunction of
two lines. Main lines are represented by L1, L2, and so forth. Usually various shades are made
use of to differentiate the cables. There ought to be a tale on the wiring diagram to tell you what
each shade indicates. A collection circuit is a circuit in which components are connected along
a single path, so the existing circulations through one component to get to the following one. In
a collection circuit, voltages add up for all components attached in the circuit, as well as
currents are the very same through all parts. A good wiring diagram should be technically
appropriate as well as clear to check out. Care for every detail. For instance, the representation
must reveal the proper instructions of the favorable as well as negative terminals of each part.
Use the ideal signs. Discover the definitions of the fundamental circuit icons as well as pick the
correct ones to utilize. A few of the signs have actually close appearance. You require to have
the ability to tell the differences before applying them. Draw attaching wires as straight lines.
Utilize a dot to indicate line junction, or usage line leaps to indicate cross lines that are not
connected. Tag parts such as resistors and capacitors with their values. See to it the text
placement looks tidy. Facebook Tweet Pin. Wiring Diagram Sample. Collection of subaru
mcintosh wiring diagram you are able to download totally free. Please download these subaru
mcintosh wiring diagram by using the download button, or right visit selected image, then use
Save Image menu. A wiring diagram is a straightforward visual representation in the physical
connections and physical layout of an electrical system or circuit. It shows how the electrical
wires are interconnected which enable it to also show where fixtures and components might be
connected to the system. Wiring diagrams help technicians to see the way the controls are
wired to the system. Many people can understand and understand schematics called label or
line diagrams. This type of diagram is a lot like going for a photograph from the parts and wires
all connected up. A wiring diagram is a simple visual representation with the physical
connections and physical layout of the electrical system or circuit. It shows how a electrical
wires are interconnected which enable it to also show where fixtures and components may be
attached to the system. Use wiring diagrams to help in building or manufacturing the circuit or
digital camera. They are also helpful for making repairs. For example, a house builder may wish
to confirm the geographic location of electrical outlets and light-weight fixtures using a wiring
diagram to avoid costly mistakes and building code violations. A schematic shows the blueprint
and function for an electrical circuit, but is not worried about the physical layout with the wires.
Wiring diagrams show the way the wires are connected and where they should located in the
actual device, plus the physical connections between all the components. Unlike a pictorial
diagram, a wiring diagram uses abstract or simplified shapes and lines to show components.
Pictorial diagrams are often photos with labels or highly-detailed drawings from the physical
components. If a line touching another line has a black dot, this means the lines are connected.
Most symbols applied to a wiring diagram look like abstract versions with the real objects they
represent. A resistor will probably be represented having a group of squiggles symbolizing the
restriction of current flow. An antenna can be a straight line with three small lines branching off
at its end, similar to a real antenna. Electric Motor Switch Radio Latest. Facebook Tweet Pin.
Before driving. Subaru Baja Owner's Manuals - Download. Subaru Legacy â€” 4. Climate
control. Legacy Navigation System. Subaru Legacy â€” Maintenance and service. Maintenance
and service. Instruments and controls. Keys and doors. Subaru is an automotive brand of a
large industrial concern Fuji Heavy Industries Ltd. Cars are by no means the only sphere of FHI
activity; except for them, FHI deals with aviation equipment, railway transport, shipbuilding, etc.
The history of the concern, thanks to which the brand Subaru appeared, began in The real
automotive debut of Subaru took place only in In the war-worn Japan, when there was not
enough raw materials and fuel for engineering, the government adopted a law to encourage its
own industry, according to which cars with a length of up to cm and with a gasoline
consumption of less than 3. FHI was the first company to produce a Subaru compliant vehicle. It
was only 3 m long, equipped with a 2-cylinder two-stroke engine of cc and 16 hp. In addition, it
had a modern design using plastic and aluminum and an independent rear suspension. The
engine was located behind. The car turned out to be very successful, in many respects overtook
its competitors and allowed the FHI concern to gain a foothold in the automotive market, even
though at first its sales were rather low - in the first year of production it was possible to realize
only units. But already in the following year, , of these cars were produced, and two years later more than 22 thousand. Subaru became the leading manufacturer of such cars in Japan, and
acquired new types of body - estate and coupe with a soft roof. Subaru Owner's Manuals. This
unit is actually made by Clarion and is supplied as stock equipment with many Subaru Legacy

and Outback cars manufactured between The amplifier receives four balanced inputs from the
head unit; front left and right, and rear left and right. It features a built-in low pass filter also
called a crossover for the subwoofer. The main channels then pass through a fixed 6-band
equaliser that has been tuned to match the speakers and car interior. The front and rear
equalisers are feature different configurations. All fives stages then each go to a TDA power
amplifier. The main speakers are all 8 Ohms and the subwoofer is 4 Ohms. The amplifier is
configured slightly different for sedans and wagons. Although they feature the same model
number, they can be identified by the power connector. Amplifiers intended for a sedan have a
green power connector; amplifiers for wagons have a white connector see photos below. If you
are installing your amp with a matching McIntosh head unit and do not have the official cable to
connect them, you can fit the plugs to length of shielded Cat 5 or better cable instead, using one
pair per channel. You will also need to run a separate wire for the amplifier power control. The
pins part are sold separately to the housing so make sure you grab some of those too. It is very
easy to change the subwoofer gain to get a bit more punch. See this post for more information.
If your amplifier is dead it could quite likely be the 25A fuse. This is a standard automotive blade
fuse but is soldered onto the main PCB making it a little more work to replace. One unit I came
across appeared to be almost completely dead but was quite simple to fix. Read this post for
details. If you do decide to open your EFI, make sure you take note of where every screw goes!
Note the green power connector shows this unit came from a sedan. Wagon amplifiers have a
white connector. In wagons it is fitted in the right wall of the boot trunk and in sedans it is on
the left side of the rear shelf. Great jobs nzlamb.. CD player great audiophile sounding? The
head units â€” PFI Do you know on the power connector when they say illuminate if this is the
12 volt input. Just want to be sure andy input will be greatly apprecaited. Is it absolutely
nexcessary that I use only the original 8 ohm speaker? They probably will be fine but they might
drown out the sub; you will need to increase the sub gain to compensate. There is a risk you
might stress the PSU or blow the fuse if you turn it up too loud due to the increased current
requirement though. Im assumming this is the ouput to the AMP. Is that correct??. Will arrive by
mail next week. Was disappointed though that the drivers are made in China and the sub in
Korea. Was it always that way? Shame to have it cut up though. Those DIN cables are
exceptionally hard to find at least outside of Japan or NZ ; you could probably sell it on eBay for
a good price and make up your own quite cheaply with RCA connectors. I agree with you on the
speakers; they are not spectacular but are certainly better quality than most OEM car speakers I
have seen e. Interestingly enough the Chinese built ones use a slightly different type of foam for
the surround which seems to last longer than the older style. Just watch the condition of the
surrounds; they are of the age now that many have worn so be prepared to repair them if
necessary. I replaced the surrounds in mine with butyl rubber versions and they perform very
well. The surround on one of my front speakers has gone out, giving me the rattles. Do you
know the cutout and depth dimensions? If you have any tips tricks or ideas, let me know! Much
appreciated! I actually replaced the surround on my factory speakers with butyl rubber ones
which last much longer. The seller threw in the DIN cable for free though. Are they any things
we ought to watch out for during this process? Could you help explain? Bit of a novice when it
comes to car electronics. The remote cable switches the amp on when 12v is applied to it. Very
analog sounding even. So I switch on the Cd player first before starting the car and then it
continues playing. What seems to be the problem? Changed to a new battery,added a voltage
stabilizer,added a new 5 point grounding cable system and this problem persist. No such
problem with the radio though. Do you have any ideas as to how this can be problem can be
solved. Would be realty glad for any suggestions from you. I had the same problem once and
cleaning the lens fixed it. Having said that it could also be an alignment problem or worn laser.
Really appreciate it! Will try out the lens clean-out as you suggested. Shame though if it turns
out to be a worn laser. However, that may seem highly unlikely as it plays just fine when the
engine is switched off. May try to tacle this part myself, if I can work up the courage. Will keep
you posted on developments as they come along. I misread the diagram and connected the 12V
to the sub pins. I believe i have stuffed the amp in doing this. Should i try to see if it is the fuse
or is it now a nice paper weight? Thanks for your informative post. There are no output
decoupling capacitors so this means 12v would have done directly to the sub amp chip IC but
these are usually pretty robust. No skipping,no nothing whatsoever Am enjoying every bit of my
collection of CDs while driving. Next on the the list is the resistor swap in the amp to give that
sub a little help. Will report back on the results later. My system sounds real good now,with just
the right amount of punch in the bass. Thanks nzlamb a million. Be glad to show you around.
You can email me james. What do I wire pins 6 and 12 to? Make sure you leave the â€” inputs
disconnected. The head unit remote wire goes to pin 5. So split the shield roughly into two for
each lead, at the DIN end of the cable, and take one part of the shield to the large metal outer

circle for the DIN, and the other part to pin 6 or 12? Also, in order to make the adapter cable, am
I after the 13 pin socket, or the plug? Pins 6 and 12 are interchangeable; you can use either one
or both as you please as they are connected together internally. I use both as the pins can be
fiddly to solder to and I find that spreading things out makes it easier to work on. Little problem
â€” when the car is on Accessory, everything works fine, but if I turn it to On, there is a high
frequency buzz across all the speakers. He has suggested I solder the RCA shield to just the
DIN shield and a separate cable to pin 6 and 12 for the ground and ground this to the chassis.
Does this sound acceptable? If not, could you perhaps explain in a little more detail how you
made up your socket for the Amp, so that I can perhaps reverse the process for just using the
existing DIN plug. Hi nzlamb Lots of good info provided here thanks! Can you tell me if the foam
repair kits available in the US are any good? Are they available in NZ? I carefully removed the
surrounds and used them to repair the McIntosh units and they fitted perfectly. They sound like
new and the butyl rubber will easily outlast the original foam. Good idea, I might give it a go.
What glue did you use? System sounding great now, I might try your woofer mod next. Thanks
for you help. My system is now sounding fantasticâ€¦. Thanks for all the info:. Hello from the
UK. Hi Gary, thanks for the feedback. Connecting the RCA ground to the â€” input instead of
ground will mean the signal will end up grounded through the amp chassis or negative power
feed and be very susceptible to noise. See this article on Wikipedia for more information. OK, so
I bought the 13 pin din socket and have soldered per you diagrams above. Any ideas? Let me
know if you manage to get this to work in your vehicle, as I have tried several times to get this
going in my car, and have massive problems with ground loop style noise when using the
unbalanced to balanced process as described above. Start the car and accelerate and you can
hear the whine through the speakers go up and down with the revs. Change back to the factory
unit and everything is perfect again. Hi z lamb Any ideas what eror 6 means when I try to play a
CD. I have a Legacy fitted with Mcintosh. Car just been recovered after being stolen. They also
stole the box that was under the passenger seat, the amp is still under the drivers seat. Could
this be related? Also the sound is really poor when I turn up the vollume on the radio. Any help
much appreciated. The system for long time was having a lot of sound cracking and popping.
Now there is completely no sound. I am wondering if it has to do with the McIntosh Amp under
the seat. Is there any real way to test or fix the amp? Any help would be greatly appreciated. My
email is bernstma yahoo. I took out the amp from the car and found an enormous amount of
rust on the bottom of the AMP. I took apart the amp and found some corrosion on two small
sections of the circuit board. I cleaned up the corrosion but I am not sure on how to test this to
look for anything that may be shorted out.. The fuse in the AMP is not shorted out. I have to
believe the corrosion has to be the reason why there is no sound in the stereo system.
Somebody probably spilled a drink on the floor at some stage in its life. Liquids often destroy
solder joints they will be dull and crystalline and PCB tracks. Try reworking all of the solder
joints with some decent new solder and you will likely see it working again; this worked for one
amp I came across. If the PCB tracks are corroded you can fix them with short lengths of wire.
This info is really great. I recently bought an imported Legacy Lancaster. I had no idea of the
amp under the seat and believe they just byassed it. However the message centre above the HU
lost power and I took it back to the dealer who said they could not run the message cente off the
Sony HU as it ran through the McIntosh. They put the McIntosh back so I got the message
centre going again, and a band expander which is OK in city signal strength but quickly
deteriorates on the northern nmotorway in Auckland. Do you have any idea how to fit a NZ band
after market HU with the amplifier and still keep the message centre going. In for mp3 player
connection. But how to marry it to the EFI amp as well as keep the message centre goingâ€¦.?
Any suggestions welcomed. I know because I had one in my car, and also have them sitting on
my work bench. The SatNav is what I called the message centreâ€¦? And my son showed me
how to open the front of it and I note a CD slot. Exactly what is this unit â€” me thinking it was
just a place to display workings of the car e. I note that in the link you provided, the mention of
CeNet. What is that? I had a car radio installer take a quick look at the car and he was of like
mind to you about removing the upper display unit and replacing with a standard unit as you
suggested. I must confess it seems a little daunting to tackle the climate control and the
surround; and clearly some research needed before pulling it out. Anyway the next step before I
decide to remove the unit and the McIntosh is for a better look at the type of band expander
fitted and whether there is a better one than what is fitted perhaps. I believe there are two
antennas and the thought was maybe only one was connected. More investigation needed.
Thanks for the info so far. I am assuming that with that CD it is possoble to change the default
display on the screen, say to the climate control graphics? It displays a message in Jap
characters. The reason I ask is that I have found a guy who will install an after market tuner that
he can keep the SATNAV function powered up without removing it. Leaving the standard

climate control function intact. He can do it for about the same price as buying the replacement
climate control unit and surround parts. Can you supply a copy of the CD? There is also likely
to be a factory TV tuner under one of the seats; if that is still fitted it will also interface to the
satnav via CeNet. To access it press the top left hand button next to Off on the satnav to change
it to TV; the same button that swaps between GPS and climate displays. Japanese head units
usually have two antennas for diversity reception. The main antenna connector is a standard
Motorola style; the sub antenna is similar but smaller and the genders are swapped. Wire the
band expander to the main antenna it will only fit in the main antenna plugs and leave the sub
antenna directly connected. It tunes NZ frequencies natively a minor tweak is recommended
though and is awesome; I have one in my car. Unfortunately they are very rare but worth it if
you can get your hands on one. Thanks once again for your input. I see Partsworld are listing a
few so might call and make inquiries about that and the surround. My Lancaster has the faux
woodgrain plastic surround. A very interesting thread. I imported the car myself from Japan to
Australia about six years ago, after being the second owner in Japan. Unfortunately, about six
months ago the car was broken into and someone stole the head deck. I wanted to keep the car
original. All good? Well not quite, I have no right channel at volume. Subaru have tried to
resolve it. Apparently the speakers are fine and Subaru believe it is the din adapter cable
between the HD and amplifier which is damaged. As noted in this thread, no chance to get a
new din cable form Subaru. Subaru not very impressive have stated that the din cable is
complicated and difficult to repair. So I started searchingâ€¦ Then I found this threadâ€¦â€¦.
Maybe, provided the problem with the right channel is resolved by the second hand din cable. I
agree that the cable would be a pain to repair; it would be. Replacinging it requires taking the
drivers seat out so its a little bit of work but not too bad. Any good Subaru dismantlers will have
a good one available for a reasonable price. Nice that they gave you an Aus replacement
though, they are worth far more to buy than the MD unit as they are much harder to obtain. Its
frustrating that I have to do all the work. Just need it to work. Its a great car, but do to a couple
of changes in my life I need to move it on. Hence the desire to get it back to what is over here in
Oz a rare example of a BH5. I would like to change the default view to climate control if possible.
The green one has , miles and the McIntosh performs perfectly. The red one has 90, miles and
recently the audio system went completely dead. One second it was performing fine and the
next completely dead. I checked all the fuses. Apparently there are threeâ€¦. I downloaded the
Clarion service manual for the amp off the internet. The head unit seems to be functioning fine. I
guess I could narrow the problem down by taking the amp from the green Soob and hooking it
up to the cables in the red car. If the system works good then I know the original amp is the
problem and go from there. Correct on the fuses. Is it possible to get a copy of the amp service
manual off you so I can post it here to help others? All the fuses are fine. Backing up to the
power supply transformer there is 12V on the primaries but zero on the secondaries. Looks like
the transformer T on the schematic might be shot. Wonder if I can get another one from
Clarion? I may have agreed not to when I bought it from the internet download source. It has
some specs, a block diagram, exploded view parts diagram, detailed parts lists, two large
schematics, and a large PCB layout diagram. The schematics do have normal operation
voltages for a lot of the circuits. The 15v rails are derived from the 26v rails so once you get the
latter going it should all begin to work. I have a scrapped amp lying about with a working PSU
stage so if it is the transformer I could send you a replacement if you need it. It looks to be in
perfect shape. Since I have two cars with the McIntosh audio systems I might go ahead and
spring for a spare, new amp from Subaru. I drive long distances and good music is a must. Let
me know your email and I will forward the manual. I found that it works good to print each of the
schematics as a landscape poster on four sheets of 8. Pingback: Anonymous. This
configuration seemed to be the quietest, but it was still not usable. The factory Mcintosh HU
was pretty reasonable sounding but was jap frequency radio, no mp3 playback, and no usb not
surprising given its form , so I decided to swap it out for a new alpine CDAE. Unless you
disconnect BOTH cables from the amp under the drivers seat RHD model it will short out your
outputs and blow the high level outputs on your head unit after about 10 seconds of a loud
buzzing noise coming through the speakers along with your music! So with that very expensive
mistake made, I was stuck using an amp of some sort. I looked at an aftermarket one but
decided to give it a shot with the existing Mc amp first. This was marketed as a light wiring
connector and had both male and female din sockets attached to about half a meter of wire
each. My plan was to use the female socket and wire it into 2x pairs of rca leads that I cut in half
and could be connected straight to the HU. I followed the steps various people have mentioned
above, and sure enough, there was a faint humm on acc, and some awful ground loop noise
when the enigne was on. The last remaining issue I had was that the plug I had ordered had only
12 wires connected to the 13 pins, and pin 13 didnt go anywhere. This meant that the back right

speaker still had ground noise coming from it. To resolve this, I stripped the coating off about
12mm of very thin tweeter wiring, and with a couple small screwdrivers fed one end of it into the
hole for pin 10, and a few strands of wire down the edges of the pin 13 hole where the male din
plug in the car would press against it. This helped. I still get a faint whine when the engine is
running, but not as bad as it was before. The McIntosh HU has the rectagular 14pin harness and
the 13pin DIN plug which goes to the amp as well as the 2 male and female connectors for the
antenna? I know I might be repeating questions asked already but if I connect the DIN lead up
as suggested above, what do I do with the 14pin harness? If anone has a wiring diagramme that
would be super helpful. Pingback: Outback rear speakers not working originally mcintosh, now
impreza stereo - Subaru Outback - Subaru Outback Forums. Or otherwise do you know where I
could buy another one of these amps to replcae mine. Any help you have is greatly appreciated.
Element14 sells the parts and usually deliver overnight. Regarding the amp, just search Trade
Me. It works well, but I still get a little not much at all alternator whine. I ended up replacing all
door speakers, since the front two were blown when I bought it. I had a brainstorm that I tried to
put into action the other day, but the end result was badâ€¦ real bad. At first, it worked. The
volume seemed a little weak, so I tried to push it. I ended up with a warning across the screen of
the JVC saying to check the wiring and reset the stereo. I did so several times. Would the
harness need grounded? I threw everything back together, and called it a day. Are these live
wires? Do they go to the speakers? If so, do I have to do anything with harness that plugs into
the amp under the seat? Next up: where is a good place to run the power wire for an aftermarket
amp? You could use that harness to push sound directly to the speakers via the old amp
connector, just be aware that the pinout is very different so you would need to wire it as shown
above rather than using the colour codes on the harness itself. Be an easy way to fit in place of
the factory amp with minimal wiring mods required. NZLamb, Thanks for keeping this page up
to date. I have successfully fixed a dead silent output EFi in the past as a result of this thread,
however now i am faced with another problem with my new car bugger! Do you have the service
manual for your amp? Amp Specs:. It is near identical to your amp, so if you want a copy, shoot
me your email address so you can load it up on your page. All the door speakers are 8 ohm but
can only get 4 ohm here in Barbados. Can I use these without a problem? Also, i would also like
the service manual for your amp if it is similar to the forementioned unit. Thank you in advance.
Thanks for the quick feedback, much appreciated. How do i wire an anycar style adapter into the
stock head unit? Did the sub boostâ€¦. The HU will be a drop-in replacement if the factory wiring
is still intact, except for the speakers. The connector is a large four pin connector under the
dash facing down; look for a spare terminal and measure the pins while pulling the fuse to see
which one to hook to. Thanks, this helps. Which is easier, Mc amp or replacement amp? Got
sugestions for suitable or better fit amps? Lots of? Thanks again, Rich. Hi NZLamb â€” this is
good info re: the amp wiring, I was just looking at doing something like this to replace the
McIntosh amp in my vehicle. The factory McIntosh power feed has a 20A fuse i. Accounting for
inefficiencies in the amp it would be pretty close. After wiring the harness to the 13 pin mini din
connector to the preamp, the preamp has a noticeable whine when on. The audio channels
seem to work OK, but was wondering what might cause this. The only thing different from
standard would be non twisted pairs for the inputs and the din shroud does not connect to
anything on the new harness. I removed it because it would not let the original connector seat
properly. Any thoughts would help. Thanks for all this info. I have a question, if i was to connect
a powered external subwoofer would i connect it to the subwoofer output of the amplifier
through a speaker to line level converter or to the rear speakers through a line level converter?
It will give you a little more control over the sound. Thanks for your advice. Any tips on running
power and ground in this car? The URL is in the reply info. It has started loud crackling and
popping no matter what volume the head unit is set at. I thought it could be loose connections
and am having a look this afternoon. Found this site as a great resource and would be glad for
any pointers you may have and if you have heard of this problem before. I assume this is in all
speakers? Check that none of the amp connections are loose too. It could even be on its way
out and causing the problem in the first place. Hey there, just wanted to drop a thanks for
supplying this information! No it should be fine. You will know if things are straining as you will
hear it. In that case the fix is easy â€” just turn the volume down a little! Was wanting to install
this entire system into a Suzuki XL-7 for no other reason than wanting a McIntosh system in the
car. No problems anticipated, it should wire into any car quite easily provided you have the
correct plugs. The plugs themselves can usually be obtained very cheap from most wrecking
yards. McINtosh system with the matching McIntosh power amp. I understand you may not be
able to answer this question I just thought if you have a lot of experience with Clarion, you may
have good advice. Ahhâ€¦I think I just answered my own question. Going through a few different
Clarion schematics now and all are very different. No problem. I have an import Subaru

Lancaster wagon with the McIntosh head unit and amp described in this blog. What is a typical
replacement? Wattage, impedance and size circular, or elliptical and depth of magnet. They are
6. Any 6. Yes it sounds like a mechanical rattle not an in-audio sound. Better to be forewarned
before pulling the door cover off. Thanks for your prompt reply. Ron at Jamac is extremely good
at what he does. Installing a new headunit and how do I connect the amp to the stereo. Follow
that pinout and hook it to the pre-amp outputs on the stereo. Im in the middle of replacing them
with some 4ohm kicker coaxial and just hooked up the driver side to test and its sounds terrible
very distorted and muffled, would you know why? It sounds more like a fault somewhere else in
the system to be honest. The best way to check would be to hook the output of the HU to
another amp or feed another signal into the Mac amp to try and isolate the fault to the amp or
head unit. Another possibility is a somewhat common failure in these amps detailed here. If you
have to wind the volume right up to get any sound out of it at all then this might be worth
investigating. Pingback: Outback XT â€” I. E Tims stuff. Hi there Have read through all of the
above and have a legacy with the full sub and amp setup. There is a massive whine that come
on when the car is started and goes away after 5mins. The auto electrician tried to supressors
etc but could not resolved this. He thought it was coming after the ampâ€¦. Has the system been
modified at all? If not then it sounds more likely to be in the amp. Adding suppressors is
unlikely to fix it if it is a fault that has occurred by itself. Hello, this may sound like a silly
question, but the 13 pin DIN diagram, is this looking at the front of the plug with the original
cable pointing away from you? There are several versions of the 20 pin model. Really great post
and blog in general. Does anyone have any info on the PFI? I am looking for info on the outputs
to see see if it has speaker level outputs. Appreciate any help guys. I want to thank you for
information from this blog. I have only one question. How did you connected the amp to the
battery? I connected it by running a new cable from under the seat to the connector behind the
dashboard. When you find that connector you can simply push a standard spade lug into the
fourth empty pin by reaching up under the dashboard. Hi nzlamb, I really appreciate your
experience with McIntosh equipment. I really impressed your attitude into it. Could you please
share your experience? It sounds much better than standard audio system. A speakers We run
McIntosh on standard speakres, they must be replaced suspension is out. We have only
McIntosh woofers. What can give us better sound quality? Hey there, got a question. When
using a non McHU with the McAmp, would something like this be effective at resolving the
connection between a unbalanced line out and the balanced line in? Any thing else I should
check Regards brentan. I love your blog! Thanks for all of the useful information you have
managed to glean and post over the years. I have at least one speaker front passenger in my
early s H6 VDC that has had the foam deteriorate. Is there any risk with this particular amp of
running any of the channels with no load attached to them? Or would it be best for me to attach
some dummy loads to the rears while I wait for the speakers to be serviced? Nzlamb wonderful
information on McIntosh car audio. Thank you for detailed work you preformed. I am having
some trouble with the wiring for my McIntosh pf l-a. I am using a metra plug 71 Connected to a
pac audio oem1 roem-nis2 with bose amp. McIntosh Power up and fully functions except sound.
I have the speaker connect correctly using your diagram without the use of the subwoofer. The
yellow power wire and blue remote wire are in that location. The middle are grounds on your
diagram mine are red power and black ground on my wire harness. This is where I am getting
confused. I used the metra harness colors and got power! Where am I going wrong here. Which
do I use when there is no sound? Did the amp not turn on due to the incorrect wiring using the
negative subwoofer wire? How did it power on using a ground wire? Any help please and thank
you. Although this is 8 years old thank you I just brought a 05 liberty 3. Annoying as nowhere I
searched could even specify the model of the amp nor specs of it. I should get some pictures of
the BP setup. Takes a couple of hours work and way cheaper than finding original
replacements, especially now they are of the age when replacements are often already suffering
similar levels of rot. Sorry to comment on an old Post but I was wondering if you happened to
know about the head unit itself. I picked one up and will be attempting to cobble it into my old
Toyota Previa. Do you know if the head unit requires the amp to work? Or can it power speakers
on its own? You can connect it to any brand of amp if you have the plug, or you can cut the plug
off and attach directly to the cables. Could this amp be bridged? My component speakers are
for a 3 way requires 60 watts rms to power a 3 inch and tweeter that are my hi and mids. Great
to find someone with knowledge of the McIntosh. I have a Outback VDC wagon. The radio
worked fine till today. Symptoms: turned on the car, radio visually was stuck on one station on
the digital readout. However, I could change the station on the presets, drove to my destination
and turned the car off. Got back in, now there is no digital readout and the radio is stuck in AM
on one station. CD works fine, fader front to back operational as well as treble and bass
controls. Ideas on what I can do to troubleshoot are appreciated? I know it must be hard to

answer questions on a 18 year old unit. I would really like to keep it if possible. Thank you in
advance! Sorry for also commenting on an almost 10 year old post, but this has been so useful
to so many people. I ordered a McIntosh pfa I was into MiniDiscs in the 90s and have a
collection of them along with the efi. Now as I wait for this to arrive, I am wondering how to go
from the output of the amp to the speakers. Can I get the regular Subaru pin rectangular
connector to go from the amp and direct to the speakers? Or should I go back from the amp to
the original pin connector, find the speaker wires from the harness, cut it from the connector
and splice it in that way? Should I try to tap into the fuse box underneath the steering wheel?
With regards to the speakers, should I try to hook into the original harness? I bought a
replacement HU without knowing that I had this system just bought the used car. If I wired from
the new HU into the 13 pin connector splicingit and all that would I wire into the normal wiring
harness? Or do I need RCA plugs and power from somewhere? The other alternative is to
re-route the wiring for the speakers back to the dash. Until a week ago, the stereo worked fine,
could play cds, etc. Sounds like a relaxed heart beat, but LOUD! If we turn stereo off we still get
thumping â€” sounds like the sub is turned right up and playing a single beat over and over.
The only way to stop it is to turn the car off for a while, before turning on again. You are
commenting using your WordPress. You are commenting using your Google account. You are
commenting using your Twitter account. You are commenting using your Facebook account.
Notify me of new comments via email. Notify me of new posts via email. If you have found
something here that's been useful and would like to show your support, please consider
shouting me a coffee! My Blog Thoughts, projects, hacks and whatever else springs to mind.
Home About Projects Clarion aux input. Posts Comments. Like this: Like Loading Perry says:.
Vince says:. James says:. Sheldon26 in AUS says:. Tom says:. The ground wires simply
connect to the cable shield on each end. Cheers, James. Cheers, James c. Jacob Taylor says:.
Regards Jake. Are all channels now dead? Cheers James. Hi nzlamb, did the resistor swap on
the power amp today and wow!!! Vinnie says:. Hi nzlamb. Thanks for any help you can provide.
Hey there, Tried this over the holidays whilst I was away, and it works quite well. Marty says:.
Gary says:. Many thanks. Hello again, OK, so I bought the 13 pin din socket and have soldered
per you diagrams above. Thanks in advance, Gary. Hey Gary, Let me know if you manage to get
this to work in your vehicle, as I have tried several times to get this going in my car, and have
massive problems with ground loop style noise when using the unbalanced to balanced
process as described above. Marrick Bernstein says:. Any recommendations would be great.. I
can supply pictures to try to help guide me. Ben says:. Just wanted to pass on my thanks for a
great and informative article! Thanks again for the info. Much appreciated. Rakiura says:. Make
sure you connect the pre-out shields to ground and also ground the â€” inputs of the amp.
Convert your McIntosh tuner to local FM band and add an aux input both described on this site.
Musashi says:. Anyone got any thoughts? As stated above its pretty simple to make one from
scratch too which also might be worth a shot. PJ says:. Thanks for an informative blog. Thanks
for the tips and the very generous offer of the spare part!! Hi, my mcintosh suddenly has no
sound coming out of the speakers in my subaru gt wagon, i removed the head unit and installed
a jvc head unit, once the jvc connected there is sound on both radio and cd but only for a few
seconds, and i only have sound in the two back door speakers once all wires are rejoined, there
is a buzzing in the front door speakers and the sub in the boot. Is there a problem with the
mcintosh amplifier under the drivers seat??? What am I missing here? Thanks again, James.
Hope this helps someone else thanks. Ron says:. Stephan says:. Thanks a lot! Tim says:.
Cheers, Tim. Frank says:. Thank you. Red says:. Tony says:. Anyway, any help you could
provide or what to look for would be awesome! Ferdinand says:. Gloss says:. Rich Steele says:.
VinnieNZ says:. John says:. NZlamb Thanks for all this info. Hi, this is a fantastic blog with
heaps of info, keep up the good work. Correct, they are full range so your sub will need its own
low pass filter. Craig says:. Hi, I have this setup in my subaru outback. Has performed very well
until recently. Thanks heaps and loved your diagrams and advice Craig. Tyron says:. So just a
big thanks for posting this, and continuing to answer questions! Paul Mutongerwa says:. Lou
Bourbon Jr says:. Stew Smith says:. Perry J. Zeke sonic says:. Does anyone have any idea what
the acceptable voltage levels INTO the amplifier would be? Or what the line level voltages out of
the head unit are? Thank you!! Cameron says:. Great Read! How does one find the 20 pin
version used on the newer models? BG says:. Krieger says:. RangeFinderPL says:. Brentan
says:. Nathan Anderson says:. Thanks again! Joshua Lichtenauer says:. Glen Robinson says:.
John M Klatt says:. Justin says:. Scot
saturn ion forum
89 f150
how to remove door panel on 2001 chevy suburban

t says:. Hi there, Sorry for also commenting on an almost 10 year old post, but this has been so
useful to so many people. Hi there, Commenting on an old blog post that is so very helpful.
Many thanks for your help! Brite says:. Thanks for the info. This is the best info on this I can
find on the internet. Thanks again, I am way closer now than I was beofre I found this blog. Evie
Asterwyn says:. Hi, have had a read through this and very impressed with your knowledge.
What do you suggest we further check out, to see if we can track this issue closer to a cause?
Thanks for your time. Hopefully we can figure out what is killing our music vibe! Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Enter your comment here Fill in your details below or click an icon to log in:. Email
required Address never made public. Name required. Search for:. Blog at WordPress. Add your
thoughts here Email Required Name Required Website. Post was not sent - check your email
addresses! Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email.

